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The ultraviolet photodissociation of phosgene in its first absorption band1A2←1A1 was investigated
by resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization and time of flight techniques. Nascent atomic
chlorine fragments were observed and their state specific kinetic energy distributions were
determined. Of the chlorine atoms 15% are produced in the excited2P1/2 spin–orbit state with a
mean kinetic energy of 3200 cm21 compared to a value of 1500 cm21 for the mean kinetic energy
of the ground state chlorine atoms. The analysis of the kinetic energy spectra yielded evidence for
a concerted three-body decay. The formation of intermediate COCl is of minor importance in the
dissociation process, the formation of a stable final COCl product can be excluded. Competing
pathways on the upper potential energy surface are discussed. A significant excitation of the carbon
monoxide CO fragments is predicted. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Determining product state distributions, translational e
ergy distributions, and vector correlations among directe
quantities of nascent reaction products serve as experime
tools for understanding the mechanism of a chemical tran
formation. In cases where fragments with unpaired electro
are generated, additional sources of information are spi
orbit state distributions and, if nonzero orbital angular mo
mentum is involved,L sublevel distributions, and the respec
tive state specific kinetic energy distributions.

Whereas in numerous casesL state distributions1 have
successfully been exploited for determining the spatial alig
ment of the electronic wave functions, hence for character
ing the geometric constraints of the dissociation proces
relatively little is known about the mechanisms leading t
nonstatistical spin–orbit state distributions or spin state sp
cific translational energy spectra.

Photofragment translational spectroscopy~PTS!2,3 al-
lows the determination of the energy partitioning among th
fragments of a dissociating system, and in favorable cas
also conclusions on the dissociation mechanism. Drawbac
in the standard PTS experiment are its nonsensitivity towar
slow particles that do not hit the particle detector within
sensible period of time, and its inability to discriminate
against different fragment internal states when electron im
pact or nonresonant multiphoton processes are employed
the fragment ionization.

In this paper we present results obtained with a modifie
PTS experiment which overcomes those limitations and
lows to state specifically obtain the complete kinetic energ
spectrum. We have investigated the uv photodissociation
phosgene~COCl2! by monitoring the state specific transla
tional energy spectra of atomic chlorine fragments. Th
COCl2 photodissociation is an excellent example for demo
strating the power of the modified PTS experiment becau
both spin polarization and spin-selective fragment trans
tional energy distributions are important features of the pr
cess. Special emphasis is laid on the question whether
dissociation proceeds stepwise or concerted, synchroneou
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nonsynchroneous.4–8 Consequences for the energy transfe
into the CO fragments are discussed.

The ground state phosgeneX̃ 1A1 is planar and belongs
to the point groupC2v.

9 It exhibits a relatively weak absorp-
tion continuum between 215 and 305 nm with an oscillato
strength f51.04•1023 which has been assigned to the
dipole-forbiddenp*←n, 1A2←1A1 transition. In contrast to
the corresponding transition in H2CO only a weakly pro-
nounced structuring due to different vibrational transition
has been observed whereas the vibronic bands themsel
remain featureless.10 While the H2CO photodissociation has
intensely been studied and is very well characterize
today,11,12surprisingly little is known about the products and
about pathways of the photodissociation of phosgene a
though this process is considered to be its dominant sink
the stratosphere.13,14

Previous studies15,16 led to the proposition of a sequen-
tial decomposition mechanism via formation of the thermall
instable chloroformyl~ClCO! radical with immediate subse-
quent decay into CO and Cl agreeing well with the observ
tion of the CO quantum yield being unity at 253.7 nm.17

However, to our knowledge the first direct observation o
atomic chlorine from the photodissociation of phosgene h
only very recently been published at a dissociation wav
length of 248 nm.18 The fraction of chlorine in the upper
2P1/2 spin state~Cl* ! was below the detection limit of 5%.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup19 consists of a home-built single-
field time-of-flight ~TOF! spectrometer with a ratio of the
acceleration region to the drift region of 1:2. The spectrom
eter was evacuated to a base pressure of 1024 Pa~1026 mbar!
by two turbomolecular pumps. Pure phosgene~Messer
Griesheim! without further purification was jet cooled and
fed into the spectrometer via a pulsed nozzle~General
Valve!. The nozzle diameter was 0.5 mm, and the valve wa
operated at a stagnation pressure of 3•104 Pa and a pulse
duration of 250ms. Typical background pressures with the
nozzle in operation were in the order of 1023 Pa at a repeti-
tion rate of 10 Hz.
95/102(8)/3238/10/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of PhysicsAIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3239Maul et al.: Photodissociation of phosgene
Simultaneous dissociation of phosgene and sta
selective detection of chlorine atoms was performed using
single dye laser pumped by an excimer laser~Lambda Physik
LPD 3000, Lambda Physik LPX 605i!. The dye laser was
operated with Coumarin 47 at a repetition rate of 10 Hz, i
light was frequency doubled by a BBO crystal and focuss
into the spectrometer by a 60 mm quartz lens. It intersect
the molecular beam at an angle of 54° while the spectrome
axis formed a 90° angle with the propagation direction of th
laser beam. The angle between the spectrometer axis and
electric field vector of the linearly polarized laser beam cou
be varied from 0° to 90° in order to investigate the spati
fragment distribution. The intensity of the laser light and th
particle density in the gas pulse were carefully controlled
order to avoid kinetic energy transfer onto the fragments d
to space charge effects. The laser intensity was typically ke
below 500mJ per pulse. The particle density in the supe
sonic beam has been varied in order to investigate the sp
charge induced distortion of the time-of-flight profiles an
was kept well below the onset of Coulomb distortion for th
actual measurements.

Electronically excited atomic chlorine was resonantl
ionized employing a~211!-REMPI ~resonance enhanced
multiphoton ionization! scheme via the 4p2D3/2

0 ←3p2P1/2

transition at 237.808 nm, respectively, the
4p2P1/2

0 ←3p2P1/2 transition at 235.205 nm, ground state
atomic chlorine was monitored via the 4p2D3/2

0 ←3p2P3/2

transition at 235.336 nm.20 The ions were detected by a
double stage multichannel plate assembly~Galileo! with 40
mm active diameter.

The experimental performance was greatly enhanced
operating the system in two different modes:~a! the drift
mode and~b! the acceleration mode.

In the drift mode no acceleration field was applied, s
the spectrometer consisted simply of a 57 cm long drift tub
After passing a discriminator~FAST 7011! the ion signal was
monitored by a multihit time-to-digital converter~FAST
7885! with a time resolution which could be set from 5 to 80
ns per channel, and stored in a data buffer~FAST MCD/PC!.
Typical acquisition times for a single spectrum were 3000
with a total of 3•105 counts. For calibrating the conversion o
time-of-flight profiles into translational energy spectra the C
atom signal from the 308 nm photodissociation of molecul
chlorine was monitored.

In the acceleration mode the ions were accelerated b
static electric field~typically 1000 V/m! in the acceleration
region and detected after passing the drift tube. The ion s
nal was monitored by a digital transient wave form record
~LeCroy 9450!. The correctness for of Eq.~1! for calculating
the initial particle velocities from the observed time-of-fligh
profiles has been proven by a set of calibration molecul
with well-characterized energy partitioning. Since the expe
mental accuracy is much higher in the drift mode, calibratio
was performed against the drift data, which in turn wer
calibrated by investigating the dissociation of molecula
chlorine at 308 nm~cf. Sec. IV B!. Moreover, it was care-
fully checked that acceleration data from varied accelerati
conditions yielded identical results.

In both acquisition modes, immediately after each time
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102, NDownloaded¬08¬Jan¬2002¬to¬134.169.41.178.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬
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of-flight profile a second profile was monitored with the lase
delayed with respect to the gas pulse by 1 ms under oth
wise identical conditions. This background signal containe
the contribution of particles with a different charge-to-mas
ratio, since no mass filter was employed in our spectromet
and of parent molecules that had been fed into the spectro
eter in a preceding nozzle pulse and were thermalized
collisions with the spectrometer walls. The background sig
nal was then subtracted from the previously obtained tim
of-flight profile in order to obtain the signal that is generate
by the dissociation of jet-cooled phosgene alone. Furth
data processing was performed by a standard personal co
puter.

III. DATA EVALUATION

The conversion of time-of-flight drift profiles into ki-
netic energy distributions is straightforward due to the simp
relationship between the fragment velocityv and the time of
flight t for a given spectrometer lengths:v5s/t. The general
mathematical conversion procedure is described in the A
pendix.

However, in interpreting data that are derived from drif
measurements only one might be missing important inform
tion about the process one wants to study, since the dr
mode is insensitive to slow particles. In order to detect als
particles with low kinetic energy one has to apply an acce
erating voltage. Therefore the procedure of converting tim
of flight profiles into kinetic energy spectra as described i
the Appendix has to be modified following the consider
ations below.

The initial kinetic energyE of a particle leads to a
broadening of the mass peak which in usual mass spectro
etry one seeks to compensate for by realizing energy focu
ing conditions. The kinetic energy spectrometer, howeve
has been designed for a large energy dispersiondt/dE which
increases energy resolution by giving up high mass reso
tion. The 1:2 geometry of the spectrometer guarantees a l
ear relationship between the widtht of a time of flight accel-
eration profile~defined as the temporal deviation from the
mass peak centert0! and the initial fragment velocityvx
along the spectrometer axis. A simple calculation yields

vx5
8st

3t0
2 . ~1!

To begin with let us consider the case of an infinitely
small detector. Only particles with an initial velocityv5vx
will be detected because any nonzero velocity compone
apart fromvx will cause the particle to miss the detector—an
effect that is commonly referred to as ion fly out. In this cas
from the considerations in the Appendix we find tha
f v(v); f t(t) and f E(E); f v(v)/v; f t(t)/t due to the linear
relationship betweent andvx5v.

In contrast, the relation betweenf v(v) and f t(t) in the
case of an infinitely large flat detector is given by

f t~ t !5E
vx~ t !

`

f v~v !/v dv, ~2a!
o. 8, 22 February 1995AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3240 Maul et al.: Photodissociation of phosgene
f v~v !5v•
d

dv
@ f t~ t !#5t•

d

dt
@ f t~ t !#. ~2b!

In reality, where one has to deal with the intermediate case
a finite size detector of radiusr D a time of flight deviationt
from the line center will be caused by all particles that ha
an initial velocity v between a lower limitvx(t)58st/3t0

2

@Eq. ~1!# and an upper limitvu(t) 5 Avx21(r D /t)
2 above

which ion fly out occurs. Thusf t(t) is given by

f t~ t !5E
vx~ t !

vu~ t !
f v~v !/v dv, ~3a!

f v~v !5 f v~vu!•~v/vu!
22t•

d

dt
@ f t~ t !#. ~3b!

The latter equation can only be solved iteratively, becau
calculatingf v for a certain value ofv requires the knowledge
of f v at v5vu(v). The starting point is the velocity distribu
tion f v,0(v) with complete neglect of fly out:
f v,05t•(d/dt)[ f t(t)]. Insertingf v,0(vu) into Eq.~3! one ob-
tains the first iteration f v,1(v)5 f v,0(vu)•(v/vu)

2

2t•(d/dt)[ f t(t)]. Consequently applying this scheme yield
f v,n(v)5 f v,n21(vu)•(v/vu)

22t•(d/dt)[ f t(t)] which rap-
idly converges tof v(v). The kinetic energy spectrum is the
calculated byf E(E)5 f v(v)•(dv/dE); f v(v)•v.

In the case of acceleration profiles the velocityvbeamof
the molecular beam does not change the deviationDt from
the center of the time-of-flight profilet0—which is the di-
rectly measured quantity in the acceleration mode. Howev
there is a small influence on the rate of ion fly out, and hen
for the shape of the corresponding time-of-flight profil
when observing a single fragment velocityv only. Not only
being small in the beginning, this effect is almost complete
cancelled out for observing a velocity distributionf (v). For
those reasons it is not necessary to perform a transforma
from the laboratory to the center of mass coordinates for
evaluation of acceleration profiles. In contrast, for drift me
surements the time of flightt0 itself is the directly measured
quantity, so the transformation from laboratory to center-
mass coordinates described in the Appendix must be p
formed.

In order to assure the correctness of the above descr
procedure the drift experiment is performed for the dissoc
tion of a molecule with a well-characterized energy partitio
ing, preferably with a mass equal or at least similar to t
mass under investigation. This allows to rule out perturb
tions by electric stray fields inside the spectrometer and
determine the exact distance between laser beam focus
detector position. It also serves as a basis to correctly in
pret the acceleration profiles that are inherently less accu
with respect to energy resolution due to the comparativ
large influence of the spectrometer response function wit
width of approximately 50 ns.

The method as described above is applicable to spati
isotropic product distributions. Any anisotropy must expli
itly be accounted for by modifying the evaluation procedu
accordingly.

If the overall time of flightt0 of the accelerated specie
is chosen to be large enough, one needs not to worry ab
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102, NDownloaded¬08¬Jan¬2002¬to¬134.169.41.178.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬
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errors induced by narrow band excitation of the products
a laser the spectral bandwidth of which is less than the pro
uct Doppler width. The condition that must be satisfied
that the off-axis velocityvz ~z being perpendicular to the
spectrometer axis! is large enough in order for ion-fly out to
occur, i.e.,

vz5c•
Dn

n0
l.r D /t0 , ~4!

wherer D is the detector radius,c is the speed of light, andn0
andDn l are the frequency center and the bandwidth of th
laser.

When care is taken that the aforementioned limitatio
are observed, the evaluation procedure assures the mon
ing of all kinetic energiesE includingE50 in the determi-
nation of the kinetic energy spectrum and at the same tim
exploits the high accuracy of the standard photofragme
translational energy~PTS! measurements. The shape of th
energy distribution is determined by the acceleration profil
only. The high energy portions of the distributions that a
obtained from drift, respectively, from acceleration profile
are identical whereas the drift profiles contain no or mislea
ing information about the low energy portion. In contrast, th
energy resolution is governed by the width of the respon
function of the apparatus in the drift mode. It must be dete
mined separately for each species by monitoring we
characterized, monoenergetic calibration fragments, such
e.g., Cl atoms from Cl2 dissociation or H atoms from HI
dissociation.

IV. RESULTS

A. Mass spectra

In a time-of-flight mass spectrum obtained with nonres
nant multiphoton excitation of phosgene and phosgene fra
ments atl5235.10 nm under strong acceleration condition
we observed the peaks for a mass to charge ratio of 28 a
35/37 indicating the presence of CO1 and Cl1. The intensity
ratio for the mass to charge ratios 35 and 37 is 3:1 whi
reflects the natural occurrence of the chlorine isotopes.
mass peaks have been observed form/e563/65 and 70/
72/74 corresponding to COCl1 or Cl2

1 . This lets us conclude
that C–Cl bond fission is the dominant process in the diss
ciation of phosgene at 235 nm.

B. Drift mode calibration

Molecular chlorine was photodissociated at 308 nm
order to investigate the accuracy of the spectrometer in
appropriate time of flight regime. The dissociation at th
wavelength is well characterized and is known to almost e
clusively yield atomic chlorine fragments in the2P3/2

ground state.21,22 The calibration profile is depicted in the
bottom part of Fig. 1. The Cl atom velocity is calculated t
be 2060 m/s from the difference of the photon energy and t
dissociation energy ofEdiss~Cl2!520 000 cm21. The Cl atom
time of flight profile is best reproduced by convoluting th
four possible arrival times that are due to the isotopic com
position of Cl2 with a Gaussian shaped response functio
with a width of 7ms. Taking into account the center of mas
o. 8, 22 February 1995AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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D

motion of the molecular beam the expected time of flig
value for the35Cl35Cl dissociation calculated from the spec
trometer geometry is 285ms. This value lies within the width
of the response function of the observed flight times. T
excellent agreement eliminates the need for correcting
experimental data for stray field perturbations. The veloc
resolutionDv/v is calculated to be 2.5% corresponding to
kinetic energy resolution of 5%.

C. Spin component population ratio

In total four photons are involved in the formation of a
ion signal: one for dissociating COCl2, two for the resonant
transition to the intermediate state, and one for ionizing
Cl atom. The intensity of the ion signalS from the dissocia-
tion of phosgene on the laser powerI L for the transitions
with the 2D3/2

0 state as resonant intermediate is depicted
Fig. 2 for single shot events. Linear regression yielded
quadratic relationship

S.I L
n with

nCl52.0960.09,
nCl*52.0460.08.

The photon flux in the focus is calculated to be appro
mately 1019 photons/cm2 per pulse with a focus diameter o
50mm and a laser intensity of 200mJ. The dissociation step
is therefore saturated as can be deduced from comparing
photon flux value with the phosgene absorption cross sec
of s51.8•10219 cm2 at 235 nm10. The saturation behavior o
the detection scheme can only qualitatively be discussed
cause neither the transition probabilities for the two-phot
excitation step nor for the ionization step from the2D3/2

state to the ionization continuum are known. However, t
efficiency for the ionization step is by orders of magnitud
larger due to its one-photon character than for the tw

FIG. 1. TOF profiles observed in the drift mode. The upper two traces re
from the photodissociation of phosgene while the lower trace~Clcal! is a
calibration profile from the 308 nm dissociation of molecular Cl2 that is
known to produce monoenergetic ground state Cl only. The asymmetr
this calibration profile is due to the isotopic distribution of chlorine. A
traces are corrected for background signal and normalized with respe
peak height. Note that ground state Cl(2P3/2) peaks at lower TOF~corre-
sponding to higher kinetic energy! than the excited state Cl* (2P1/2) due to
the lack of internal excitation of the chlorine atom and the shorter disso
tion wavelength, but has a pronounced tail at low kinetic energy.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,ownloaded¬08¬Jan¬2002¬to¬134.169.41.178.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to
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photon resonant transition. Therefore, the ionization step
more easily saturated than the two-photon excitation, an
from the quadratic dependence of the signal intensity on t
laser intensity we conclude that the dissociation step as w
as the ionization step are essentially saturated whereas
two-photon resonant transition is not. The experimental co
ditions are similar to those of Matsumiet al.21,23who deter-
mined a ratio of the transition probabilitiesB of
B~Cl* !/B~Cl!50.4.

Scanning the laser over the two resonance transitio
yielded the Doppler profiles of Fig. 3. Integrating the areaS
under the profiles resulted in a signal ratioS~Cl* !/S~Cl! of
0.07. Taking into account the transition probabilitiesB we
determined a Cl* yield f~Cl* !50.15 wheref is defined as
the ratio of the number of excited state atomsP~Cl* ! to
the total number of chlorine atoms: f~Cl* !
5P~Cl* !/@P~Cl!1P~Cl* !#.

D. Kinetic energy distributions

Time of flight profiles of Cl and Cl* products obtained
in the acceleration mode are shown in Fig. 4 where th
Cl* fragments carry an additional amount of
DE(2P1/2–

2P3/2)5882 cm21 of internal energy. The tran-
sients of Fig. 4 consist of the mass to charge ratiosm/e535

ult

of
l
t to

ia-
FIG. 2. Log–log plots of the dependence of the REMPI signal intensity o
the applied laser intensity. The data have been acquired by monitoring
signal and laser intensities caused by shot-to-shot fluctuations of the la
power at the center of the Doppler broadened resonance transitions for
respective spin–orbit states. In the upper panel the pulse energy has b
varied from 125 to 500 mJ. The straight line represents a quadratic dep
dence of the REMPI signal on the laser intensity. For high pulse energie
deviation from quadratic behavior can be seen which is caused by par
saturating the two-photon resonance step. For very low pulse energies no
is the dominant feature due to very low signal intensity. In the lower pan
the power dependence for intermediate pulse energies as were typic
employed in the experiment is shown on an enlarged scale. The straight l
with slope 2 is yielded from a linear regression procedure.
No. 8, 22 February 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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andm/e537 which are broadened by the initial kinetic en
ergy of the fragments. The width of the mass peaks is pr
portional to the fragment velocity componentvx along the
spectrometer axis. A remarkably different behavior of th
two spin components with respect to their kinetic energ
acquisition in the photodissociation is obvious. The effect

FIG. 3. Doppler profiles of the 4p2D3/2
0 ←3p2P1/2 transition at 237.808 nm

and the 4p2P1/2
0 ←3p2P1/2 transition at 235.205 nm, obtained by scanning

the probe laser over the resonances. Symbols mark experimental data,
of which is averaged over 20 laser shots. Solid lines are Doppler profi
that have been calculated from the kinetic energy distributions of Fig. 1 th
were obtained from the TOF data with the evaluation procedure described
Sec. III. The lower trace of Cl* (2P1/2) has been magnified by a factor of 10.

FIG. 4. TOF profiles observed in the acceleration mode. Each transien
contributed to by both Cl isotopes35Cl and37Cl with their natural isotope
ratio of 3:1. The average has been taken for 1000 laser shots, the peak he
has been normalized. Note the overlap of the two isotopes for Cl* (2P1/2) in
the upper panel due to identical TOF for backward flying35Cl and for
forward flying 37Cl. The slightly different shapes of the two calculated
individual contributions of the two isotopes are due to a higher ener
resolution of the spectrometer for backward flying particles as compared
the resolution for forward flying particles.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102, Nownloaded¬08¬Jan¬2002¬to¬134.169.41.178.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬
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large enough for the two isotopes of Cl* to exhibit overlap-
ping time-of-flight profiles while the two masses for groun
state Cl atoms are still clearly separated from one anoth
The reason for this overlap is that the time until arrival at th
detector for those37Cl fragments initially flying towards the
detector equals the time of flight for those35Cl fragments
initially flying away from the detector which have to turn
around in a time consuming process before finally approac
ing the detector. The individual contributions of the two C
isotopes are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4. They ha
been calculated from the respective undisturbed parts of
TOF shapes where the signals do not overlap, i.e., from f
ward flying ions for35Cl and from backward flying ions for
37Cl. This procedure gives rise to slightly different shape
reflecting a higher resolution of the spectrometer for bac
ward flying particles. Apart from determining the energ
resolution of the distributions calculated below from the e
perimental data, this does not influence the further da
evaluation, and all conclusions drawn below have been d
rived from the TOF shape of the35Cl isotope.

In a one-color experiment monitoring different spin–
orbit states goes inevitably along with a variation in diss
ciation wavelength. For example, in the H2CO photodisso-
ciation a dependence of the rotational state distribution
the dissociation wavelength has been monitored.11,12 There-
fore, this effect cannota priori be ruled out in the case of
phosgene although the structures in the phosgene absorp
spectrum are by far not as pronounced as for formaldehy
In order to confirm that the observed effect is solely due
the spin–orbit state that is being monitored and not to t
variation in dissociation energy additional time of flight pro
files for Cl* were obtained with the2P1/2

0 state as resonant
intermediate at 235.205 nm instead of the2D3/2

0 state at
237.808 nm. Since the Cl* profiles obtained with different
intermediate states are indistinguishable from one anoth
spin selective energy partitioning is indeed taking place:
in the electronic ground state is preferentially produced wi
low kinetic energy whereas Cl* in the excited spin–orbit
state is preferentially produced with large kinetic energy.

The high energy portion of the velocity distribution ca
to a much higher degree of accuracy be measured in the d
mode. The observed drift profiles for the two spin–orb
states are shown in Fig. 1 after having been normalized
each other with respect to peak height and corrected for m
nor background signal~cf. Sec. II!. The drift profiles for the
two spin–orbit states are by far not as distinguishable fro
one another as the corresponding acceleration profiles a
although a tendency of the ground state Cl for having low
kinetic energy is clearly visible. The reason for this is tha
whereas the accuracy of drift profiles for the high energ
portion of the translational energy distribution is muc
higher than that of the acceleration profiles the drift mode
insensitive to particles with velocities below 1000 m/s. Th
is due ~a! to the fact that the molecular beam traverses t
spectrometer perpendicularly carrying slow particles aw
and~b! to the decrease in detection efficiency for a very larg
time of flight ~t>1 ms!. For the dissociation of phosgene
neglecting the products with low kinetic energy that are in
visible in the drift measurements would have dramatic co
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3243Maul et al.: Photodissociation of phosgene
sequences for the data evaluation because those fragm
carry the most information due to their pronounced spi
selective behavior.

An appropriate method to overcome these limitations
described in Sec. III. The state specific kinetic energy spec
obtained with this method are shown in Fig. 5. The sta
specific mean kinetic energies are extracted to
Ē@Cl(2P3/2)#51500 cm21 and Ē@Cl* (2P1/2)#53200 cm21,
respectively, with an upper limit of 5% for the experimenta
error in the kinetic energy that is estimated from the dri
mode response function. A bimodal kinetic energy distribu
tion, which is obvious for the excited spin–orbit state, also
appropriate in order to describe the ground state kinetic e
ergy spectrum which at first glance consists of a single pe
at low kinetic energy with a high energy tail attached to i
Each of the translational energy spectra can be fitted by
sum of two Gaussian shaped distributions, one of which
centered around 350 cm21 ~low energy component! while the
other one~high energy component! is centered around 3850
cm21 for ground state Cl and around 4000 cm21 for excited
state Cl* . The results of the fit procedure are shown in Fig. 5
The fit parameters are listed in Table I. The accuracy of t
obtained values for the individual contribution is better tha
20%. Considering the Cl* (2P1/2) yield of 0.15 ~cf. Sec.
IV C! we find a 0.71 contribution of the low energy compo
nent of ground state Cl(2P3/2) and only a 0.04 contribution
of the low energy component of excited state Cl* (2P1/2).
The contribution of the high energy component is 0.11 fo
Cl* and 0.14 for ground state Cl. Therefore, the bimod
structures can be described as a 0.25 contribution of the h
energy distribution with a 0.11:0.14'1:1.360.3 ratio of
Cl* /Cl generation, and a 0.75 contribution of the low energ
distribution with a Cl* /Cl generation of 0.04:0.71'1:1865.

FIG. 5. Kinetic energy spectra obtained from the combined drift and acc
eration TOF profiles. Areas have been normalized in order to stress
difference in the kinetic energy distributions, and do not reflect the spin st
population ratio. These distributions form the basis for calculating the Do
pler profiles of Fig. 3. The solid lines describe the best fit of two Gaussi
shaped distribution to each of the bimodal kinetic energy distributions of
and Cl* , respectively. The sum of the corresponding distributions is show
as well as the respective distributions for the low and the high energy co
ponents.
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Implications of the bimodal distributions will be discussed in
the following section.

The high quality of the evaluation procedure is demon
strated by comparing the experimentally observed Dopple
profiles of Fig. 3~data points! that had originally been ob-
served in order to determine the population ratio of the tw
spin–orbit states to Doppler profiles~solid lines! that are
calculated from the energy distributions obtained with the
evaluation procedure described in the preceding chapter. T
agreement of the calculated profiles with the experimenta
data in Fig. 3 is excellent.

The evaluation procedures for obtaining kinetic energ
distributions from the experimental data and for calculating
Doppler profiles from the kinetic energy distributions use the
assumption of spatially isotropic fragment distributions. In
order to examine the correctness of this assumption all TO
experiments—acquisition of acceleration and drift profiles—
have been performed with polarization angles of 0° and 90
Neither changes in the amplitude nor in the shape of th
observed profiles could be observed, so assuming an isot
pic fragment distribution is justified in the evaluation proce-
dure. The experimental setup as a one-color experiment do
not allow to vary the polarization direction between dissoci
ating and analysing laser light. Only the^m–v& correlation
between the transition momentm and the spatial distribution
of the fragments, characterized by the preferred direction o
the velocity v, can therefore be determined.24 For atomic
fragments, however, this limitation is insignificant.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Dissociation mechanism

From the kinetic energy distributions we conclude tha
no two-photon dissociation of phosgene occurs under ou
experimental conditions. For a two-photon process the add
tional deposition of another uv photon carrying 42 500 cm21

of energy before the fragmentation takes place would not b
sufficient to generate electronically excited fragments othe
than those observed. The additional available energy wou
accordingly have to be channeled into fragment kinetic en
ergy essentially. The resulting two-photon available energ
Eav~2!558 000 cm21 would lead to a minimum kinetic en-
ergy of 8 500 cm21 per chlorine atom in the case of the
dissociation of a ‘‘degenerate’’ linear COCl2 parent molecule

l-
he
te
-
n
l
n
-

TABLE I. Fit parameters for the low and high energy components of groun
state Cl(2P3/2) and excited state Cl* (2P1/2). Given are contributionsA,
centersE0 , widths DE ~FWHM!, and mean kinetic energiesĒ for each
component separately and summed up for the individual spin–orbit state
All energies are in cm21. The difference between the values for the center
E0 of the distribution and the mean kinetic energyĒ is due to the large
width of the distribution that is cut off atE50.

Cl* ~slow! Cl* ~fast! Cl~slow! Cl~fast! Cl* Cl

A 4% 11% 71% 14% 15% 85%
E0 350 4000 350 3850
DE 1600 2600 1380 2500
Ēfit 1040 4070 920 3910 3190 1430
Ēexp 3170 1520
o. 8, 22 February 1995AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3244 Maul et al.: Photodissociation of phosgene
which is much higher than the observed kinetic energy. A
realistic parent molecule geometry would yield even high
kinetic energy values for the fragments.

The one-photon dissociation of phosgene can in pr
ciple proceed along one or several of the following pat
ways. Listed below are those dissociation channels which
energetically accessible at a dissociation wavelength of 2
nm

COCl21hn→COCl1Cl/Cl* , ~5!

COCl21hn→COCl*1Cl/Cl*→CO1Cl1Cl/Cl* , ~6!

COCl21hn→CO12 Cl/Cl* , ~7!

COCl21hn→CO1Cl2 . ~8!

Reaction~5! yields a stable chloroformyl radical and a chlo
rine atom as products. We will call this pathway the radic
channel. Process~6! is a fragmentation that proceeds in tw
independent steps. The first one yields identical products
reaction~5! does, but the chloroformyl radical which is ex
cited above the dissociation energy decays in a second
to a CO molecule and a second atomic chlorine fragme
This pathway is called the sequential mechanism. Reac
~7! yields a CO molecule and two atomic chlorine fragmen
in a single step and is therefore called three-body decay. T
mechanism might further be characterized by determin
whether the bond cleavages occur simultaneously, giving
to Cl atoms with identical energy content, or nonsimult
neously, but nevertheless in a concerted manner, yielding
atoms with different energy contents. The latter case mi
be imagined, e.g., as a parent molecule breaking apart ou
an asymmetric stretching mode while the former might
realized by a fragmentation out of a symmetric stretchi
mode. Finally, reaction~8! yields two molecular products: A
CO molecule and a Cl2 molecule. This pathway requires
complex electron rearrangement by forming a new Cl–
bond simultaneously to breaking the two C–Cl bonds. T
mechanism will be called the molecular channel.

The molecular channel, of course, cannot be observe
our experiment. Whether it exists or not can only be decid
by monitoring the energetics of the CO molecule or by dire
observation of the molecular chlorine fragment as nasc
particle. The further treatment will therefore be limited
discussing channels~5!–~7!.

The value for the dissociation energyEDiss~COCl–Cl!
for dissociating phosgene into a chloroformyl radical, COC
and one Cl atom is not explicitly found in the literature, b
can be calculated as the difference of the dissociation ene
EDiss~Cl–CO–Cl!528 7001/2240 cm21,9 required for the
fragmentation of phosgene into a CO molecule and two ch
rine atoms, and the dissociation energ
EDiss~CO–Cl!526001/21200 cm21 the chloroformyl
radical.25,26 From these values the dissociation ener
Ediss~Cl–COCl! of phosgene for the formation of Cl and
COCl and the available energyEav to be distributed among
the fragments are calculated to be

EDiss~Cl–COCl!5261001/21200 cm21, ~9!
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Eav5h•
c

l
2Ediss~Cl–COCl!

5H 15 900 cm21, l5235.3 nm

15 500 cm21, l5237.8 nm
, ~10!

wherel is the dissociation wavelength, andh, c are Planck’s
constant and the speed of light, respectively.

From the following considerations we conclude that the
radical channel~5! does not contribute to the fragmentation
process of phosgene. If a stable COCl radical were generate
in the dissociation together with an atomic Cl fragment this
radical would have to carry an extremely low internal energy
due to its very low dissociation energy. As a consequence th
Cl atoms would have to be very fast possessing kinetic en
ergies in the range from 8900 to 10 200 cm21 for ground
state Cl, and from 8000 to 9400 cm21 for excited state Cl* .
These values are calculated from the minimum and the max
mum kinetic energiesEmin andEmax that agree with the con-
servation of energy,Emin5Eav2EDiss~COCl! andEmax5Eav,
and from the conservation of linear momentum. Since no C
atoms with this high kinetic energy are observed, the partici
pation of the radical channel~COCl21hn→COCl1Cl! can
be ruled out. We conclude therefore that every dissociatio
process produces two chlorine atoms and one carbon mo
oxide molecule. This is in accordance with measurements o
Okabe who determined the quantum yield of CO formation
to be unity at a dissociation wavelength of 253.8 nm.17

The question remains, however, whether the dissociatio
of COCl2 into two Cl atoms and one CO molecule is a real
three-body decay~7!, i.e., if both C–Cl bonds break in a
single event, or if the dissociation proceeds stepwise~6! as
has previously been postulated.15,16 The criterion for distin-
guishing between a concerted and a stepwise mechanism is
both bonds break within one rotational period of the paren
molecule or if the parent molecule has enough time left afte
ejecting the first Cl atom to complete a full rotation before
breaking apart into the final products.

Whereas in the first case there remains an angular corr
lation between the two Cl products, in the latter case the
decay angle between the first and the second Cl atom unde
lies no restriction. An answer to this question is yielded by
analyzing the translational energy spectra. In principle, th
dissociation can proceed via different pathways even unde
identical conditions, e.g., some molecules might undergo
three-body decay while others might fragment in a sequentia
manner. If this were the case the resulting kinetic energ
distribution would be composed of an energy distribution
characteristic for a sequential decay mechanism and of a
other distribution reflecting the decay parameters of a con
certed three-body decay. In the following we will determine
an upper limit for the contribution of the sequential decay
mechanism in order to show that the major dissociation
mechanism is a concerted three-body decay where the tw
C–Cl bond cleavages occur within one rotational period o
the parent molecule.

It has already been proven that the decay of ground sta
COCl yields ground state chlorine atoms only.18 Therefore,
the ground state Cl translational spectrum must contain th
No. 8, 22 February 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3245Maul et al.: Photodissociation of phosgene
information of a sequential decay if this process exists, a
we will focus on the ground state kinetic energy distributio
in order to determine the upper limit for the sequent
mechanism. A sequential decay leads to a pronouncedsym-
metrically double-peaked translational energy spectrum
has been shown by Lee and co-workers.27 Whereas in our
case both the translational energy spectrum of ground s
Cl(2P3/2) as well as that of the excited spin–orbit sta
Cl* (2P1/2) exhibit bimodal structures as was shown in Se
IV D, they are not at all symmetric. Contributions to the hig
and low energy components of the relevant ground state
netic energy spectrum differ by a factor 0.71:0.14.5. Thus
the overwhelming part of the dissociation must proceed a
three-body decay. The maximum contribution of a sequen
decay mechanism that cannot be ruled out by the experim
is determined if one assumes that every ground state chlo
atom belonging to the high energy component—account
for 14% of the total amount of atomic chlorine—is generat
via a sequential pathway. In this case an equal amount,
another 14% of the total atomic chlorine, must be genera
as low energy component. So at maximum 28% of all dec
processes may proceed sequentially, whereas at least
must be characterized as three-body decays.

B. Spin polarization

The bimodal structures of the translational energy sp
tra can be interpreted as a 25% contribution of a high ene
channel with a 1:1.3 ratio of Cl* /Cl generation, and an 75%
contribution of a low energy channel with a Cl* /Cl genera-
tion of 1:18~Table I and Sec. IV D!. We postulate the exist-
ence of two different exit channels from the originally pre
pared excited state of the parent molecule, one leading
slow fragments, the other one leading to fast fragments. T
view of the dissociation mechanism is supported—within t
limits of the experimental error—by the equal amount of fa
Cl and Cl* atoms and by the identical kinetic energy distr
butions for the high energy component of both spin–or
states which are shown in Fig. 6. The high energy comp
nents of both states are likely to be generated by a proc
that is not sensitive to the spin–orbit state that is accesse
the dissociation. The low energy component, on the contra
must accordingly be associated to a process that almost
clusively produces slow ground state chlorine atoms. A te
tative assignment of these processes to the potential en
surfaces involved in the dissociation is discussed in the n
section. Since no excited Cl* has been observed within th
experimental uncertainty of 5% at a dissociation wavelen
of 248 nm18 we conclude that the high energy channel is n
accessed at this wavelength and that the second exit cha
from the upper potential energy surface is opened wh
changing the dissociation wavelength from 248 to 235 nm

C. Electron configuration and intramolecular energy
transfer

Phosgene is known to be predissociative in the exci
electronic states. Indeed, the fact that the Cl products fr
the phosgene dissociation are distributed spatially isotro
means that the excited parent molecule has enough time
before breaking apart to complete at least half a rotati
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,Downloaded¬08¬Jan¬2002¬to¬134.169.41.178.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to
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From that we have determined a lower limit for the lifetime
of the excited state oft>10 ps. It is generally assumed that
the original electronic excitation of phosgene into the1A2

state promotes a nonbonding electron to the antibonding 4b1
orbital which hasp* ~C–O! character, thus weakening the
CO double bond. Only slightly above thisp* orbital there
lies thes* ~C–Cl! orbital which finally leads to C–Cl bond
cleavage. Thus an intramolecular energy transfer is likely
occur where energy of the parent molecule that has be
excited into the1A2 state is transferred into the1B2 state
which is repulsive in the C–Cl coordinate. Furthermore,
conversion of the electronically excited1A2 state to the
1A1 ground state of phosgene may take place, in which th
resulting high internal excitation governs the C–Cl bon
cleavage. One might speculate that these two competing d
sociation pathways are to be identified as the two exit cha
nels that manifest themselves in the bimodality of the tran
lational energy spectra. Within this interpretation the low
energy atoms that leave a large internal excitation in th
remaining CO molecule would be generated via the groun
state potential energy surface while the high energy atom
would be correlated to a dissociation process via the ele
tronically excited1B2 state producing relatively cold CO
fragments.

From the arguments discussed in the preceding chap
we predict a significant internal excitation of the CO mol
ecule since most Cl atoms~75%! are generated with low
translational energy. Even if each high energy atom corr
lated with a low energy one—which is not necessarily th
case—at least half of the dissociation processes would ha
to produce two low energy ground state Cl atoms with k
netic energies below 1200 cm21 each. This sets an upper
limit for the corresponding kinetic energy of the CO mol-
ecule of 6000 cm21 due to conservation of linear momentum
This energy might be significantly lower, for there is no con

FIG. 6. Comparison of the fit results for the high energy components
ground and excited state Cl. The solid lines are the best fits for the resp
tive components of the two spin–orbit states. The symbols mark experime
tally observed data~triangles: Cl, squares: Cl* !. In order to demonstrate the
similarity of the high energy components, the peak heights for ground sta
Cl(2P3/2) and for excited state Cl* (2P1/2) are normalized with respect to
each other.
No. 8, 22 February 1995¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3246 Maul et al.: Photodissociation of phosgene
straint on the recoil angles between the three fragments
volved in the dissociation. This yields a lower limit for the
internal energyEint~CO!, as defined by the difference be-
tween the available energyEav515 900 cm21 and the sum of
the kinetic energies of all three fragmentsE~Cl21!1E~Cl
22!1E~CO! of

Eint~CO)5Eav2@E~Cl21!1E~Cl22!1E~CO!#

515 90028 400 cm2157 500 cm21 ~11!

for a significant amount of the CO fragments.
In order to obtain even more detailed knowledge abo

the COCl2 system the next step to be taken is to monitor th
CO fragment from the phosgene dissociation that has be
proven to be present by our mass spectra. This can be d
by using theB̃ 1S1 state of CO as resonant intermediat
with an excitation wavelength around 230 nm. This exper
ment is presently performed in our laboratory. Results will b
published in a forthcoming paper.

VI. CONCLUSION

We report the direct observation of Cl atoms in the u
photodissociation of phosgene. Chlorine atoms are genera
in the 2P3/2 electronic ground state as well as in the elec
tronically excited2P1/2 state. The process is highly spin se
lective, mean kinetic energies inferred in the Cl atoms diffe
by as much as 1700 cm21 for the two spin–orbit states. The
energy distribution proves the concerted three-body decay
be the major pathway in the process. The access of two co
peting exit channels from the upper potential energy surfa
is postulated. The formation of intermediate COCl is of m
nor importance in the dissociation process, the formation o
stable final COCl product can be excluded.

The power of combined drift and acceleration time o
flight measurements together with a state selective detect
scheme is demonstrated. The main features of the disso
tion process—existence of two exit channels an
concertedness—would not have been observed in a stand
PTS experiment. Although far from being able to describe
complete detail such a complex process as phosgene dis
ciation involving not less than 48 electrons we have pr
sented a technique that proves to be a valuable tool in inv
tigating this kind of problems.
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APPENDIX

Transforming time of flight profiles into velocity distri-
butions resp. kinetic energy spectra is an example for t
general problem of transforming a distributionf x of a quan-
tity x into a distributionf y of a quantityy wherey(x) is a
function of x. In general, the probabilityf y(y0) to find a
certain valuey0 for y(x) is obtained by projecting all values
of x with their respective weightsf x(x) onto y(x) under the
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condition that the valuey0 be realized fory(x). If y(x) is a
monotoneous function ofx this can be expressed by the fol-
lowing integral expression:

f y~y0!5E dx fx~x!•d~y~x!2y0!. ~A1!

The conditiony(x)5y0 is satisfied by introducing the delta
function which in turn allows to simplify the integral by
substitutingx by y

f y~y0!5E dy
]x

]y
~y! f x~x~y!!d~y~x!2y0!

5
]x

]y
~y0! f x~x~y0!!. ~A2!

Since this transformation can be performed for all values of
y in the same way one might omit the subscript fory and one
obtains the general relationship

f y~y!5
]x

]y
~y! f x~x~y!!. ~A3!

Applying this recipe to time of flight spectra yields the ve-
locity distribution f v(v) and the translational energy spec-
trum f E(E)

f v~v !5
]t

]v
~v ! f t~ t~v !!, ~A4a!

f E~E!5
]t

]E
~E! f t~ t~E!!5

]v
]E

~E! f v~v~E!!. ~A4b!

from the experimentally observed time of flight profilef t(t).
This transformation is easily obtained once the functional
relations betweent, v, andE are known.

For the drift experiments obtaining this relationship
v(t), respectivelyE(t) is straightforward: The velocity com-
ponentvx along the spectrometer axis is given by the ratio of
the total spectrometer lengths to the total time of flight
t:vx5s/t. The particle velocityv in the laboratory frame is
obtained by taking into account the center of mass velocity
vbeamof the molecular beam that traverses the spectromete
perpendicularly:v 5 Avx21vbeam

2 . The derivatives necessary
for transforming the experimental data are

UdvdtU5 s2

v•t3
resp. UdEdt U5 m•s2

t3
~A5!

so that thet3 normalization for obtaining the kinetic energy
spectra from drift profiles also holds for the case of nonzero
velocity of the center of mass in the laboratory system

f E~E!;t3• f t~ t !. ~A6!
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